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General Markov Models for Learning

with Inter-trial Forgetting

Edward J o Crothers

In this report several Markov learning models are proposed and analyzed°

The models are formally similar to one another in many respects~ but differ

in certain key assumptions°

The point which is unique to the models reported in this paper is that

the subject is assumed to have some probability of returning to an earlier

stage of learning (forgetting)° Specifically~ a weak and a strong state of

learning are distinguished° The probability of a correct response is ome

in either state~ but the subject can regress from the weak state to a state

im which errors can occur. The strong state is the absorbing state of the

chain. The concept of weak and strong conditioning has been incorporated in

a probability discrimination model by Atkinson (1962)o However, some

properties of that model are not immediately applicable to determimistic

information situations°

Since the models assume a small number of learning states~ they have

some features in common with the one-element model (Bower~ 1961). One of the

present models allows for "partial learning"~ a property possessed by the

two-element model (Bower~ 1961~ Bower and Theios~, 1963; Suppes~ Crothers~

and Weir~ 1962; Theios~ 1961).

The introductiom of a forgetting postulate naturally makes a learning

model less tractable° Therefore~ perhaps some justification for this strategy

is required° First we cite the fact that im some experiments forgetting

of single verbal items over short intervals of time has been

The author has benefited from discussimg some of the notions in this
paper with Ro Co Atkinsono



demonstrated (eogo~ Peterson and Peterson~ 1959). More generally~ it is

a truism that numerous parameters of the experimental situation can be

varied so as to produce forgetting° Finally~ it will be shown that models

with certain mechanisms fo~ forgetting are potentially useful for data

which do not show phases of stationarity of response probability.

Experimental tests of the present models are in progress~ although no

complete results are available yet°

Each model is presented first in a general form°

from restrictions to three parameters are discussed°

the derivations are developed from difference equations rather than by

series summation.

Then the cases resulting

Note t~at many of

Model with one state in which errors can occur; passage from this

state to strong state permitted. Three states or levels of conditioning

are distinguished. The transition matrix and response probabilities are~

Q

<3>    <2> <i> Pr (Error)

<2> y l-y- z 0

<i> ’    CX (1 - C)x    1 x g

The subject is assumed to begin in state io

In performing the derivations it is helpful to know the pro~bability

that a subject in state 2 eventually returns to <i>o Denoting this

quantity by r ; we have

i}o" z(1-y-z)i                 =y+z

-2-



io Distribution of total errors° Let t. denote the probability that

the subject makes j errors in an infinite sequence of trials~ conditional

on starting in ~i~. We being by deriving the recursion for t.

First note that

when

Where M is a random variable assuming the value MI~. if an error occurs

on trial i and the value M if a correct response occurs on trial i.
o

Then

(3) tj = g(tjlMl) + (l~g)(tjlMo) o

To, find the conditional probability tjlM~ ~ we observe that the subject

must make exactly j ~ i errors after the error on trial io There are

two ways in which these errors can occur. (i) He leaves ~i~ on the

next trial~ eventually returns~ and makes exactly j -i additional

errors° The probability of this path is (l~,c)xr tj~I ~ (2) He remains

in ~ on the next ~rial and makes exactly ~ ~ additional errors.

This path has proba~±lity (i ~x)tj~I o .!Hence~

(4)    tj!MI = [(~c) x r+l~x] tj~I o

!Essentially the same reasoning may be applied to find tjlM°~

from (3) we have~ for J_ ~ 2 ~

~ Then~

~o = g[(l-c) x r+ l~x] tj~I + (l~ g) [(~ -c) x r+l~x] t j



Letting (i m c) x r + i ~ x = a and solving the above equation gives

(6)     tj --

To complete the derivation we find tI in terms of the parameters of the

model. Again using conditional expectations~ we have

tI : g [cx + (i ~c) x (i ~r + rto) + (i ~x)to]

(7)

+ (i ~g) [(i ~c) xr tI + (l-x)tI]

g(l~a + ato)

The final step is to find t . We have
O

to = (i ~g)Eox + (i ~o) x (1~r + rto

After substituting th~s last expression into the equation for tI and

inserting the result into (6)~ we finally have the probability of j

errors is

a]]j ~i
(9)     t    I- ga g(l ~ a)



Of course~ (8) gives the probability of zero errors.

The expected total errors, E(’T) , is given by

A simple expression for the variance in total errors~ conditional on

at least one error~ may be obtained by noting that~ from (9)~

t =    ga    j-i ! -ga i - ~a -i     g(l- a)

J - (~]g)a
-(l-g)a] -(l-g)_    ~i- (l-g)a]2

The product of the first two terms is geometrically distributed~ and

the remaining two terms are constants. Hence~ multiplying the variance of the

geometric distribution by the square of the constant gives

Var (T]) =. -(1- g) _ l-ga ]    ,l-(1-g)a](l-ga

g3a (i-- a)2(ll)
~l- (1- g)a~(l- ga)~

2. Distribution of the trial number of the first correct response.

We let f. be the probability that the first correct response occurs

on trial j ~ conditional on starting in state i. Then fl = (i- g) and

f~ : g[x + (~-x)(1-g)] .



For j_~ 3 we have fj = g(l-x)fj_I , so

fj = Ig(1-xI J-2f2 = ~(1-xlJ-2glx + (1-x)(1-g)~

Using E(F) for the expected trial of first correct~ we have

(19,)     E(F) = l- g + f2 ~ j [g(1-x)]j-2    1 + gx
j=2                   1 + gx- g

As expected~ the statistics involving the trial of first correct response

are functions of g and x only.

3. The learning curve. To find the probability of a correct response

on an arbitrary trial n ~ the first step is to determine the probability~

(i= i~2,3) that the subject is in state i at the start of trial n .Wi~n. ~

Of course; these state probabilities also enter into many of the subsequent

derivations.

The task of finding wi     amounts to obtaining the appropriate terms
~n

of Qn-i ; where Q is the transition matrix. By standard technique.s

i s + d)it can be shown that the eigenvalues of the chain are l~ ~
~

and ~i (2- s-d); where s = x + y + z and d                                          = ~Is2- 4 x (y + cz) .

Then appropriate algebraic manipulations can be performed to yield

(14)



Where u = ~ + z- x + d .

Wl~2 = i- x ~ as expected.

The above equation yields Wl~I = I and

In the same fashion we can show that

(15) w2,n =
x(l-c) 2- s + n-i n-i

d 2 -- 2

An error can occur on trial n only if the subject is in <i>

that trial and guesses incorrectly. Hence~ using Pn to denote the

probability of a correct response on trial n :

on

(16)
Pn = i- gWl~n

4. Distribution of the trial number of last error. Let us use ik to

denote the probability that the last error occurs on trial k    Now~

for the subject’s final error to occur on trial k ~ it must be the

case that he is in <i> on that trial~ guesses incorrectly~ and makes no

further errors after that response. These three events are independent~ so

(17) ik 
= Wl,kgeI

Where e1

in <i> .

is the probability of no subsequent errors after a responses

All that remains is to find eI ~ which may be done as follows:

-7-



eI = cx + (l-e) x ~l-r + r (l-g)e~ + (1-x)(1--g)eI

(18)

where a was defined in the derivation of the distribution of total errors.

If it is desired to state eI in terms of the original parameters of the

model; we can use the fact that

to obtain

a = Y + z -XY- xzc
y + z

x(y + oz)
(19) eI 

= xy + Xcz +’ g(y + z-_.xy- xc’z)

Substituting (18) into (17) immediately yields the expression for the

probability that the final error occurs on trial k :

(~o) 1~ ~1~,~ g x [1 (l-c)r]
=    1 -

the expected trial of last error, we have, using (14) and

~(z)= ~z ~l~- gx [l_,-(1-c)r] -z
k=l i. (i -g)a k=l wl’k

-8-



The summation in the above expression is performedby noting that

r. k
=

di
2

k=l 2
(s -

2 , and Z k
-

k=l ~ (s + d)2

After algebraic simplification we obtain:

When we treat the special cases of this model~ it will be shown that the

expression for ik can conveniently be stated in terms of the original

parameters of Zhese cases.

5. Sequential statistics. These can be derived in the usual fashion. We

define a sequence ~x~ of random variables such that x = i if an error
n

occurs on trial n ) and x = 0 otherwise. Then
n

n=l              n+j-i

is the total number of j-tuples of errors by a subject.

expectation of this sum by U~ ~ we have

If we denote the

~’ = ~_) [~(~_- x)
U. = r, Pr(xn

~ n=l

(22)



No

It is interesting to note that the ratio    J is a constant,~’ g(l -x)
Uj_I                                    ’

independent of j . We proceed as in Bower (1961) and Bush (1959). Let R

be the expected number of error runs~ and let R. be the expected number

of error runs of length j . Then it can be derived that

= Ul[1-(1-

(23) = -x)] x)] .

autocorrelatlon of errorsNext we find the expression for the

trials apart. This quantity is defined as the sum~ over n ~ of the

probability that an error occurs both on trial n and on trial n+ k

Since

P~.(Xn+k = iDXn =i) = Pr(Xn+k=llxn =l)iPr(xn=l)

= gWl~k+I "gwl~n ~

we have~ letting ck represent the autocorrelation~

2 o~
(24)    Ck = g Wl,k+1 Z w1

n=l ~ n

2
- g + ZJWl k+l k > i

C X Z + xy ~ _--

(i- c)kg2
When z= O~ we have Ck =

x ~ as in the one-element model.

A prediction of the one-element model is that the probability of a correct

response should be constan~ over trials prior to the last error. According

to the two-element model~ the response probability should bbey a step

-i0-



function with one step~ the location of the step depending on exactly how

the model is applied. Sometimes the evidence has favored stationarity of

response probability~ but in other situations the hypothesis of stationarity

has been rejected~ particularly when Vincent-type analyses have been performed.

The models treated in this paper do not predic~ stationarity~ unless z is

estimated to be equal to zero° To prove the assertion that nonstationarity

holds~ it is necessary and sufficient to show that~ given an error on trial

n+l ~ the probability that an error also occurred on trial n is a function

of n ~ rather than a constant.

Let us denote the event ~’an error occurred on trial

the event "the subject was in <i> on trial n " by <i>

Pr (<l>nlEn+l) thus:

n " by E    and
n

Then we find

_ (1- x) l,_n
Wl, +1

This completes the derivation°

II. Two special cases of the model with one error state°

These cases represent alternative ways of reducing the general four

parameter model to a three parameter model° The reductions correspond to

different intuitive conceptualizations of the learning process°

Case i. Here the restriction is that passage from the guessing state to the

strongly conditioned state on a single trial, is not permitted. That is~ in

Case i we assume c = 0 o Of course~ the distribution of total errors is still

-ii-



given by (8,) and (9)~ but now

(25) a = xr + i - x

The.expected total errors is

and the variance, in total errors is given by (ii)~ provided that we use

the expression in (25) for a .

Since the equation for the distribution of the trial number of the

first correct response does not contain c ~ Eqs. (12) and (13) apply to the

Case i model without modification.

Also~ it is easy to obtain Wl~n and w2
the probabilities of

~n~

states i and 2 on trial n ~ respectively. We simply note that~ in (14) and (15),

(27) d = ~s2- 4 x y .

Employing (27)~ the learning curve is readily obtained from (16). ~.~,J~The

distribution of the trial number of last error is immediately found from (20).

For the expected trial of last error, algebraic simplification of (21) yields

(28)

When

~(~)- g[(y+ z)2+xz]
xy[xy + g(z + z-x~)]’

z = 0 ~ the above expression reduces to



which is the expression in the one-element model (Bower~ 1961).

The expression for nk ~ the probability of no errors after the kth

correct response; might be helpful in evaluating the Case i model. As a

preliminary step; we introduce some notation° We assume that the kth

correct response occurs in <i> with probability uk and in <2> with,

probability vk o Then it follows that

- 1-g(l-x) ’

and

vI = i -uI .

Then~ using eo for t~e probability of no further errors after a response
i

in state i ~ we have

(29) nk = ~kel + vke2 + (1-Uk-Vk) ¯

Since e2 = l-r + r (i -g)eI ; the above equation is

nI =
(i- g)eI         gx     [i ~r + r (i- g)eI]

14 ~(l~x) + l~ ~(1- x)

el(l~g)(l + gxr) + gx(l- r)

l ~ ~(i ~x)



Where

(31) el = xy + g(y + z -xy)

For the probability of no errors after the second correct response~ we begin

by observing that

I(1 -~)(~: x- z)    z]Z,g(~-x) +

(32) [(~-g)(~- x) + g z x] .

To find v2 ~ note that VlY

occurs in ~3> , so

i- u2 -v2 = vI y ~

from which we have

is the probability that the second success

(3~) v2 = i- u2- (1-Ul) y

Then (32) and (33) can be substituted into (29) to obtain n2 . The general

expression for nk is not available~ since no direct method for finding

uk and vk is apparent.

-14-



Sequential statistics can be derived immediately from the appropriate

equations of the general model. For convenience~ we list two results here~

xy

g2(y + z) Wl;l<+l o
Ck = xy

Case 2o Here we assume that the probability of a transition upward from

<i~ is equal to the probability of a transition upward from ~2> ; ioeo~

we take y = x o We retain c

once obvious that; for Case 2

as a parameter of the model°

z
r - and~ for example~

x+ z

It is at

~(x + z)(34a) E(T) = 2
x ÷ C X z

and

(3~b) 2-2 x-z + 2-2 x-z -

where

(35)

Eq. (9) is still appropriate for the distribution of total errors provided

that we take

(36) a :
2

X 4- Z -X - XZC

x+ z



With the same provision~ Vat (T.) can be obtained from (ii). The expressions

for the distribution and mean trial number of first correct response are

given by (12) and (13), respectively.

Likewise~ it is easy to show. that the distribution of the trial number

of the last error is given by

mgwl~k
(37) ik - _m+ g~+ z m)

2
where m = x + c x z o Also~ it is easily verified that we have for the

expected trial of last error:

(38) E(L) :    , gm + g(x + z-m)
x+ z + x z(1-c)

m

Next we indicate the derivations of nI and n2 ; using the notation

introduced with the Case i model. Routine algebraic manipulations yield

vl    g x (l-c)(39) uI 
= ’2- g(l-x) ’    - I g(l-x) ’

g XC
i- ul-vI - l- g(l- x)

then

(~o)

where e1

Likewise~

(l-g)eI + g x (i -c)e2 + g x c

nl : l-g(zox)

is readily obtained from (18) or (19) and e2 = i- r + r (i- g)eI o



112 = [~-~(~-x)]~

(~)

(~-c) x u~     [(~- x)(~- ~ -~) +
v2 - l- ~(1-x) +[" i - g(l x

(i- C)X , r-|l_g    +     zg2
X +

= ~,g’(~-x) ~     1-~(~-x) ]                     "

vI

Since the remaining steps in find n2 are straightforward, th’ey are omitted°

Of course, the expected number of j-tuples of errors; error r-ans of

length j , and "autocorrelation’,. of errors are obtained directly from

(22), (23), and (24), respectively, by setting y = x .

IIio Model with two states in which errors can occur. The underlying notion

of this model is that the subject learns by successively eliminating errors°

An initial guessing state, <[.0 > ~ and a partial learning state, <i> ~ are

assumed° When in the latter state; the subject might be regarded as

guessing from among a reduced subset~ of alternatives. The transition matrix

and associated response probabilities are~

<3> <2> <I> <0> Pr (Error)

<2> y i- y -z z 0 0

<i> 0 x i -x 0 g

<0> 0 0 v i - v f .

-17-



To maintain generality~ we distinguish the five above parameters

throughout the derivations. Later~ suggestions are made for reducing the

number of parameters to facilitate comparison with the three-state models.

In effect~ this model is formed by adding an initial state to the Case i

model discussed earlier° Hence~ we retain the former notation and rely on the

derivations given in that section whenever it is convenient to do so. Recall

z
that r - and a = xr + i- x o

y + z

i. Distribution of total errors. Let to be the probability of i errors

in <0> and t’.. be the probability of j errors in <i> . Note that the

total errors in the two states are independent random variables. It is clear

that for i > i and j ~ i ~

fv

If- (1- f)(1- v)?2
l f(1-v) -i-1

g(l- a) [ ga ~lJ-i
(~3b)    t’j = [i_ (l_g)a]2    i- (~g) °

In the above~ we have restated (9) as the equation for t’ ¯
J

this equation with a = i - v yields the expression for t. .

Then; using

Likewise;

t = (1-f)v          t~ : (i- gXl- a)0 f + V- fg ; 0 1-~-~

Now we are prepared to find the probability of T err0rs~ where~ T~i+ j, .

The principal part of the derivation involves the case where

j > i . From (43); the convolution of the probability of i

i > 1 and

errors in

<0> with j = T- i errors in <I> is

-18=



fvg(l ~a)

(f + v~ fv)2 [i~ (i ~g)a]2

The probability that there are exactly T errors is the sum of the above

expression plus the probability that all T errors occur in ~0~ plus the

probability that all T errors occur in ~i~ o Combining these terms and

performing the summation in the above convolution yields~

Pr(total errors= T) =

f(l ~v)(a~l) + gay

(44)

+ ~v(1o gX1 ~a) ,~~ o ~-~
(~+v fv)2[l~ (l~ g)a] ~+v~ f~

The expected total errors is the sum of the expected total errors in <O>

and in <i~ , so~ by (26)~

(4~) ~(e) :~ + ~(~+ z)v xy

J    The variance in total errors can be found~rectly from Eq~ (44). The

form of the required expression is derived as follows~ We nhte that the

general form of the expression for the expected total errors is



T=I T=I i T=I
Tc2T~I1

where the coefficients

manner~ we have

A~ B~ and C are obvious from (44)~ In like

~,(~2) _- A(AI +~) + B(BI +l) + C(Cl+~) o C(C2+ l)

Then, of course~

wr(~) = ~,(~) o ~(~)]~

-20~



2. Distribution of the trial number o£ the first correct response. The

derivation is based on the fact that the first correct response can occur

in any of the states 0~ i~ or 2    Let us denote these mutually exclusive

events by A0 ~ AI ~ and A2 ~ respectivelyo Also~ let Fj be the evemt

"the first correct response occurs on trial j o" Then denote by a0 the

probability of event A0 ~ and similarly for the other events. We have

fj = Pr(Fj~Ao) + Pr(Fj~AI) + Pr(Fj~A2) ,

where

j-2

i=0

J-3        ]i~r(~) = ~v~x Z [~(~-vI [~(~- x)

The expected trial of first success is given by

o j> 2



l- ~            f.(~- g)
÷

[1- ~(~- v)]~    g(~-x)- ~(1- v)[1-g(1-x)]z

fvgx 2 - g(~- x) 2o f(1- ~)
g(1-x)-f(~-v) [1-~(~-x)]2 -[~]f(1 v)]    °

3. The learning curve. The relevant state probabilities on trial n are

(48a)
w0,n

v(v-y-z) (l-v)n’l
2

vs- v -xy

where s = x + y + z and d AVs~-4,xy    o The%

of a correct response on trial n is given by

of course~ the probability

Pi = i-fWo~n - gwl~n

4. Distribution of the trial number of last error. It is easily shown that

the expressions for ei ~ the probability of no further errors after a response

in state i ~ are given by:

v(l - g )eI                 xy

eo - f+ v- fv     ’    el - xy+g~+ z -xy~ ~ and

e2 = l-r+ r(l-g)eI

=22~



Then all the quantities in the following equation for l~k are known:

ik = Wo;k fe0 + Wl~k geI     ¯

The expected trial of last error is

v-y -z
2 °

v(vso v ~

Alternative ways of writing the above equation seem less~convenient for

computational purposes.

5o Sequential statistics. The expected number of j-tuples of errors

beginning on trial n is found by considering three cases. (i) o The

probability of this j-tuple and a transition from ~0~ to ~i~ before
trial n is Wl~n gig(l- x)]j-I o (ii) o ’The probability of this

j-tuple
and a transition from~ ~0~ to ~I> after trial n+ j ~ i is WO~n

(iii) . The probability of this j~tuple and a transition from ~0~ to

~i~ on trial n+ k~ i ~ where i ~ k ~ j ~i ~ is



By summing over n the probabilities of the three cases~ we have the

expression for the expected number of j-tuples of errors~

(5~) u o -
fir(l- ~)]_~-l+ g(~_ ._ + z)[g(1 -x)]a~l

v xy

which reduces to E(T) when j = i o Then the expected n~mmber of error

runs of length j is found from the general relation R.j = Uj      ~ 2Uj+I         + Uj+2       o

The expression for the "autocorrelation" of errors k trials apart has two

terms~ because the first error of the pair can occur either in <0> or in

<i> . For k~ i ~

ck = . Z Wo~nf(Wo~k+if+Wl~k+ig) +. Z Wl~ng(Wl*~k+ig) ~n~l n=l

where w* is the probability of state i on trial n+ k ~ given
l~k+l

state i on trial n ~ and is given by (14).

Also~ it is easily seen that the probability of no errors after the first

success is given by

(~) nI = aoe0 + aleI + a2e2 ~

where

ao - i ~f(l-v)° ~ al -
F ~fv i~ g



The foregoing equations are not greatly simplified by letting v= x o
The last term in (i!]-$b~)~ which is the equation for Wl~n ) becomes

(1- x)n-1
and the last term in (50) becomes IX-Y-z..

2
z X z

Parameter estimation° For many experimental applications it seems reasonable

to take g (or f in the four state model) equal to IiN ~ where N is

the number of available alternative responses° Then in Case i of the three

state model one can obtain analytic solutions for x ~ y> and ~ by using

the equations for the expected trial of first correct; expected total errors~

and expected trial of last error. The result is

where F ; T ; and L are the observed mean trial of first correct~ mean

total errors~ and mean trial of last error~ respectively. The problems of

parameter estimation for the other models are unresolved~ but in practice

2
a minimum X    fit to the above statistics seems most convenient° A

computer program has been written for this purpose.
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